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���� Given market system does not provide efficient
amount of public goods, how might society decide
on their provision?

���� In economics, this is known as public choice, and
the concern is with how different voting systems
affect the provision of public goods

���� Some economists have suggested that the voting
rule for public goods should be one of unanimity,
i.e. all those voting should support a certain level
of expenditure on a public good, along with
associated levels of taxation

���� By definition, a unanimity rule will result in the
Pareto optimal supply of a public good - all voters
agree to a public good/tax combination - any other
combination makes someone better off and others
worse off

���� Problem with such a voting system is that it is
impractical and too costly



���� Most public choice economists recognize that
public goods are likely to be chosen on the basis of
a majority rule rather than a unanimity rule

���� This will be a much simpler voting system, and,
much quicker.  Such a rule, however, has two
basic problems:

���� It will not be Pareto improving - while a
majority favors an outcome, the losers suffer
a loss in welfare - in a democratic political
system, supply of public goods implies some
redistribution from the minority to the
majority

���� Voters’ preferences are not always transitive,
so you might get cycling around a specific
issue

���� The latter problem has been identified in a result
known as Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem  



���� Arrow set out to establish a social decision rule
that yields a consistent answer when applied to
any public choice problem

���� Such a rule should have the following
characteristics:

���� Social preferences should be consistent with
individual rationality, i.e. complete, reflexive
and transitive

���� If all individuals prefer x to y, society should
prefer x to y

���� Preferences between x and y should depend
only on how individuals rank x versus y

���� Social preferences should not be imposed
from outside that society

���� No individual should be a dictator

���� Arrow able to show a democratic majority voting
process is unable to yield a decision rule that does
not violate one of these conditions



���� Suppose individuals A, B and C have the following
rankings of outcomes x, y and z of different
decisions a society could take

Rank      A            B            C

1  x    y    z

2  y    z    x

3  z    x    y

Majority 1: x preferred to y

Majority 2: y preferred to z

Majority 3: z preferred to x

There is a preference ordering of xyzx - this
clearly violates the condition of transitivity

���� Outcome chosen will depend on order in which
vote is taken, i.e. if first vote is x vs. y, and then
the winner vs. z, z wins; if first vote is z vs. x, and
the winner vs. y, y wins



���� This result suggests that the outcome of majority
voting can be manipulated by agenda setters

���� Many public choice economists argue that
Arrow’s voting paradox will be avoided due to:

���� With many issues, and many voters, the
paradox occurs infrequently

���� In committee voting, there is log-rolling ,
which breaks the voting cycle


